ABSTRACT Lenses made of negative index materials have the ability to focus the propagating and evanescent components of electromagnetic waves. Such a possibility enables super resolution, in turn resulting in sharper, subwavelength size images. In this present work, we present subwavelength imaging that was obtained from a one-dimensional left-handed metamaterial (LHM) composed of alternating layers of split-ring resonators and thin wires. We investigated the effect of the thickness of LHM lenses on image size. The left-handed pass band within the negative permittivity and permeability region is shown experimentally and theoretically for different thicknesses of LHM slabs. We also studied the transmission-phase of LHMs with a different number of unit cells along the propagation direction. The phase decreases with the increasing thicknesses of LHM slabs, proving that the phase velocity is negative in the left-handed transmission band.
Introduction
In recent years, left-handed metamaterials (LHMs) have become a remarkable research area and have received a considerable amount of interest due to their exotic electromagnetic properties that are not attainable from common materials [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] . Approximately four decades ago, Veselago predicted that a medium with simultaneous negative permittivity and negative permeability would exhibit unusual physical properties; among them are negative refraction, reversal of Doppler shift, and backward Cerenkov radiation [1] . In such media, the electric, magnetic, and wave vector components form a left-handed (LH) coordinate system, hence the name left-handed material is used for the description. Permittivity (ε) and permeability (µ) are generally positive in ordinary materials. However, negative values of ε and µ can be obtained by artificially constructed composite metamaterials. As an example, metallic thin wire grids have been shown to exhibit a plasma frequency in the microwave regime, below which the effective permittivity is negative [2] . On the other hand, u Fax: +90-312-290-1015, E-mail: aydin@fen.bilkent.edu.tr a split-ring resonator (SRR) structure could have µ(ω) < 0 near the magnetic resonance frequency [3] .
The experimental realization of left-handed metamaterials (LHM) was achieved by arranging ε(ω) < 0 media and µ(ω) < 0 media as periodic arrays [4] [5] [6] . The experimental verification of negative refraction was then reported by several researchers with different methods, supporting the existence of n eff < 0 medium [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] . LHMs not only have negative values of a refractive index for a certain frequency range, but also exhibit negative phase velocity [11, 12] . Besides these interesting novel physical phenomena emerging from left-handed metamaterials, one of the most important impacts of these exciting structures are that they can enable imaging structures that have features smaller than a wavelength [14] . Negative refraction and subwavelength imaging can also be achieved by photonic crystals (PC) where the band structure led to negative dispersion for EM waves [15, 16] . In such structures the effective parameters are positive; therefore, an effective index of refraction could not be assigned.
Materials with a positive refractive index always require curved surfaces to focus EM waves. However, a parallel-sided slab lens constructed from a negative index material could bring EM waves into focus [1, 14] . Such lenses are also called flat lenses, since their surfaces are not curved. Negative index materials can restore the amplitude of evanescent waves and therefore enable subwavelength focusing [14] . Subwavelength imaging effect is demonstrated for photonic crystal structures [16] and left-handed transmission-line lenses at the frequency regions where the refractive index is negative [17] . Imaging properties of negative index superlenses have been investigated theoretically by several researchers [18] [19] [20] [21] . Recently, flat lens behavior in LHM structures employing commonly used SRR-wire geometry are reported [22] . Most of the experimental studies are performed in the microwave frequency regime, but recently subwavelength imaging at optical frequencies have been successfully shown [23] .
In this present paper, we present an experimental demonstration of subwavelength imaging for different thicknesses of LHM superlenses. Experimental and theoretical results are provided for left-handed transmission properties and negative phase velocity within the frequency range where permittivity and permeability of composite metamaterials are simultaneously negative. The left-handed material studied in this work consists of the periodic arrangement of SRR and thin wire arrays. SRR and wire patterns are fabricated on the front and back sides of FR4 printed circuit boards. An SRR array with five unit cells along the propagation direction is shown in Fig. 1a , in which a five-layer wire array is shown in Fig. 1b . The metal used for deposition is copper with a thickness of 30 µm. The geometrical parameters of a single SRR unit cell can be found in our previous work [5] . The length and width of the continuous thin wire structures are l = 19 cm, and w = 0.9 mm, respectively. The LHM sample is composed of N y = 15, and N z = 32 unit cells, with lattice spacings a x = a y = 8.8 mm and a z = 6.5 mm. We used three different LHM samples where the number of unit cells along the propagation direction are N x = 5, 7 and 10.
Experimental setup for measuring the transmissionamplitude and transmission-phase spectra consists of a HP 8510C network analyzer, and standard high gain microwave horn antennas. Illustration of the experimental setup is shown in Fig. 2 with solid lines. The LHM structures are inserted between the transmitter and receiver horn antennas. The incident EM wave propagates along the x direction, while E is along the y direction, and H is along the z direction (refer to Fig. 1 for the directions). Figure 3a depicts the measured transmission spectra of a 1D LHM structures with N x = 5, 7, and 10. The effective ε and µ for this composite structure are negative between the frequencies 3.55-4.05 GHz [5] . Figure 3a clearly shows that left-handed transmission bands are observed at this specific frequency range for three LHM samples. The transmission peaks are measured to be −0.8 dB, −5.0 dB, and −10.2 dB for LHMs with 5, 7, and 10 unit cells along the x-direction, respectively. We performed numerical simulations to check the validity of the experimental results. Simulations are performed by using a commercial 3D full-wave solver that is capable of calculating transmission-amplitude and transmission-phase spectra. The solver employs the finite integration technique (FIT) to perform the simulations. Numerical simulations predict the left-handed transmission band Fig. 3b ). Expectedly, as the number of layers along the propagation direction increased, the transmission within the left-handed transmission band decreased.
3
Negative phase shift and negative refractive index
In left-handed metamaterial slabs, the phase velocity points back toward the source, meaning that the phase velocity and energy flow are anti-parallel inside a LHM slab [12] . Negative phase velocity is experimentally verified by measuring EM wave fields inside LHM slabs [12] and by measuring a phase shift from differing number of layers along propagation direction [11] . The latter study is performed for two-dimensional LHM structures. Here, we present the experimental results for a one-dimensional slab together with the numerical simulations. While measuring the transmission-amplitude of LHM slabs, a network analyzer also measures the transmission-phase. The transmission-phase spectra data are unwrapped and plotted as shown in Fig. 4a . The frequency range is 3.65-4.00 GHz, which is within the LH transmission region. Since the transmission reduces at the band edges, the phase information throughout the entire LH region is not provided. When the transmission is low, the measured transmissionphase becomes incorrect. However, for the 5, 7, and 10 layers of the LHM slabs, we observed significantly high transmission in order to sufficiently perform reliable phase measurements. As is clearly seen in Fig. 4a , increasing the number of layers of LHM decreases the phase of the transmitted EM wave. However, if the material possesses a positive refractive index, one would observe an increase in the transmitted phase with the increasing number of unit cells [11] . The simulation results are provided in Fig. 4b and are in good agreement with the experimental observations. The phase shift data obtained from the experimental results [11] and numerical simulations [24] are employed to calculate refractive indices of negative index metamaterials in the literature. Here, we follow the formulation given in [13] to calculate the refractive index of 1D LHM structures. The index of refraction in terms of wavelength, phase shift, and change in the length of LHM is given by:
At f = 3.75 GHz, the wavelength of the EM wave is λ = 8 cm.
The average phase shift per unit cell (∆L = 8.8 mm) obtained from the experimental results is ∆Φ = −0.64 ± 0.04π. Inserting these values in (1), index of refraction at 3.75 GHz is found to be n eff = −2.90 ± 0.18. The average phase shift and calculated refractive index for the numerical simulations at 3.75 GHz are ∆Φ = −0.59 ± 0.04π, and n eff = −2.68 ± 0.18. The experimental results and numerical simulations are in good agreement.
Subwavelength imaging
Negative index metamaterials (NIM) behave differently from positive index materials for lensing applications. As was pointed out by Veselago, a rectangular slab lens of NIM could focus light. However, ordinary materials that have positive indices of refraction always required a curved surface to bring light into focus [1] . Interestingly, the presence of negative refraction enables the focusing of EM waves by overcoming the diffraction limit. Negative index materials can recover the evanescent modes in an image, which is not possible for a positive index material. These decaying modes carry information about the near-field of the image. Evanescent modes are amplified at the surface of the LHM lens, in which these modes decay in free space. Evidently, the near-field information will be lost. It is well known that losses affect the resolution power of a superlens and impose a significant resolution limitation [18] [19] [20] . We have chosen a specific frequency f = 3.75 GHz for imaging experiments, where the lowest reflection is observed with a dip value of −40 dB (data not shown here) [25] . Although the losses due to absorption are still present, we can at least ensure that the losses due to reflection are kept to a minimum.
In Sects. 2 and 3, we successfully showed the left-handed transmission and negative phase velocity of the 1D LHM slab. Therefore, we can use our LHM slab as a microwave lens to test the subwavelength imaging effect that was predicted for negative index materials. In the imaging experiments, a slabshaped LHM lens with 5 × 15 × 32 layers along the x, y, and z directions is used. The illustration for the scanning measurement setup is shown in Fig. 2 with dashed lines. We used monopole antennas as the point source and receiver. The 5 The measured power distribution at 1 cm away from the LHMair interface. Full width at half maximum of the measured image is 0.23λ. Spatial power distribution in air (i.e., without LHM) is also shown with a gray line FIGURE 6 The measured power distribution from the N x = 5, 7, and 10 layers of LHM slab lenses. The beam spot size of the resulting image increases with the increasing thicknesses of LHM lenses monopole antenna was constructed by removing the shield around one end of a microwave coaxial cable. The exposed center conductor, which also acted as the transmitter and receiver, was 4 mm long. This length is approximately λ/2, arranged to work at 3.75 GHz. We placed an omni-directional source 1 cm away from the first LHM surface. The intensity distribution of an EM wave is scanned from 1 cm away from the second surface by another monopole antenna with ∆z= 2 mm (λ/40) steps (Fig. 2) . Figure 5 shows the measured intensity distribution along the image plane for a five-layer LHM lens. The full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the focused beam is 0.23λ, which is well below the diffraction limit. The dashed line in Fig. 5 , belongs to the intensity distribution in air that is measured after removing the LHM lens. Keep in mind that the intensity profiles in Fig. 5 are normalized with respect to their maximum intensity values. FWHM of the EM wave propagating in free space is measured as 1.13λ. Therefore, we have observed ∼ 5× focusing at the image plane.
Theoretical calculations predict that the lens thickness plays an important role on the superlens resolution [20] . The lenses with greater thicknesses reduce the resolution and result in wider focused beam sizes. In order to check the effect of lens thickness on subwavelength imaging, we have repeated the imaging experiments with 7-and 10-layer LHM lenses. To compare the resulting intensity distribution of three different thicknesses of LHM lens, the beam profiles are plotted in Fig. 6 . The experimental observations verify the predicted reduction in super-resolution with the increasing thickness of LHM superlens. FWHM of the focused EM wave from the N = 7-layer LHM lens is 0.35λ. For a 10-layer LHM lens, the FWHM is measured to be 0.5λ, which is just the diffraction limit. The resolution significantly reduces for thicker LHM superlenses. Therefore, one should use thinner LHM lenses to construct images with subwavelength spot sizes.
C o n c l u s i o n
In summary, the LHM slab was shown to exhibit left-handed transmission properties and negative phase velocity within the frequency ranges of negative dielectric permittivity and negative magnetic permeability. We demonstrated subwavelength imaging from a left-handed metamaterial superlens. The spot size of the image obtained from a five-layer LHM lens is 0.23λ, which is not achievable with any ubiquitous materials. Experimental observations showed that increasing the thickness of the LHM superlens drastically reduces the resolution of the image. Additionally, the transmission reduces with an increasing number of layers. Therefore, one should use thinner lenses in order to obtain high resolution and high transmission.
